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Alloa Tower, from the south-east. Scar traces and window/door infill in the masonry indicate that a number
of buildings once abutted the various façades. The CSG members very much appreciated the knowledgeable
and enthusiastic introductory talk about the Tower given by our guide to the site, Susan Mills, the Museum
and Heritage Officer for Clackmannanshire Council.
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Alloa Tower. Ink sketch plans of ground, second, third and fourth floors of Alloa Tower. From 'MEMORABILIA, JOn. SIME EDINr. 1840' (Rev. John Sime). Digital copies from page 55. From the RCAHMS
Canmore archive. Reproduced with thanks.
Alloa Tower, ‘Alloa’s oldest building’, was built
around 1368 by the Erskine family to guard the
River Forth ferry. The Erskines were trusted aides to
an unbroken line of ruling Stuarts, and guardians to
the Royal children. Their name crops up again and
again at pivotal moments in Scottish history: the
First Earl of Mar was appointed Regent of Scotland;
they fought in most of Scotland’s major battles; an
Erskine accompanied the infant Mary, Queen of
Scots to France for safety; and the 6th Earl of Mar
played a role in the Act of Union. Mary rewarded the
Erskines’ loyalty by bestowing the Earldom on them
in 1565.’ Extract from the National Trust for Scotland’s entry on their Internet site.
The RCAHMS Canmore entry reads: ‘Dating from
the 14th century, and retaining its original timber
roof and battlements, the tower is one of the earliest
and largest of Scottish tower-houses, with immensely thick walls. The building has been extensively
re-fenestrated during its history, but retains some
internal medieval features. Incorporated into a much
larger classical house of various phases from the
17th century on, the tower now stands alone once
again, with later accretions having been cleared
away’.

It was the 6th Earl who renovated the tower-house
in the early 1700s, inspired by the elegant villas he
had seen on his Grand Tour of Europe. He added the
Charter Room level with a new entrance, grand
staircase and gallery. Work on the tower-house was
stopped while he was in exile in France following
the ill-fated Jacobite uprising of 1715.
A mansion had been attached to the tower in 1680.
This house burnt down in 1800 and was rebuilt 38
years later. It then fell into ruin and was eventually
pulled down around 1960. The tower was left derelict until 1988 when Clackmannanshire Council set
up a preservation trust under NTS supervision. After an eight-year restoration project, the building
was opened to the public in 1996.
Prior to 1996 a comprehensive survey had been
made of the interior of this multi-period tower
house in advance of refurbishment for its use as an
interpretative centre. The development of the tower,
from its initial foundation, through hall and tower
house forms, was elucidated. Previous excavation
had revealed traces of the 18th-century mansion,
and the survey of the standing building revealed
features linked with the use of the tower as an
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Alloa Tower. The ground floor entrance vestibule leading to the sweeping 18th century staircase. MacGibbon
& Ross disapprovingly note that: ‘unfortunately the tower has been greatly altered and its original features
destroyed, the interior having been entirely remodelled’ (apart from the top storey - fourth floor).
annexe to the mansion. The mansion was destroyed
by fire in 1800, and today only the tower-house
remains. The survey revealed the following sequence of construction and development:
Period I Early 14th century - fortified residence
with cellar/pit prison: form unknown.
Period II Mid-14th century - hall house: three
levels plus cellar/pit prison, first floor access.
Period III 15th century - developed hall house:
four/ five levels plus cellar/pit prison, first floor
access.
Period IV Late 15th century - tower house A: five
levels plus cellar/pit prison, first floor access.
Period V Late 16th century - tower house B: five
levels plus cellar/pit prison, probably ground and
first floor access.
Period VI 1710-1800 - annexe to 18th-century mansion.
Period VII 1800-1838 - partial re-occupation while
new mansion is built.
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The most radical remodelling dates to the early 18th
century, when the 6th Earl of Mar prepared a series
of plans for the redevelopment of the tower’s interior,
alongside the construction of the massive, elaborate
mansion house. These included plans for a chapel at
ground floor level, and a roof-garden. The survey
revealed traces of some of the 6th Earl’s developments, although it is by no means clear that all the
proposed changes were carried out. “The developments at Alloa Tower represent the changing role of
the castle from a stronghold (as part of a defensive
line along the N banks of the Forth - Clackmannan
Tower, visible from Alloa, also forms part of this
defensive line), to its role as an 18th-century mansion
house, at the centre of an extensive designed landscape. Little evidence of the latter remains, although
it is to be hoped that the opening of the tower as an
interpretative centre will allow for the placement of
the building in its wider, historical context”. Editor’s
note: The ‘hall house’ phase is not a phase that is
universally accepted by historians. Of special interest
are the original oak roof beams, medieval groin
vaulting, a ‘pit prison’ and the original internal well.
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Alloa Tower as finally completed to its present height is a severe late-C15 four-storey (plus attic) rectangle,
19m x 12m, with walls unbroken by offsets or string-courses. The rather forbidding north façade facing the
town of Alloa. The imposed window symmetry, belonging to the early 18th century, includes many blind
windows, but the overall impression today is one of a towering Victorian, buff-coloured sandstone mill, not
dissimilar to the Patons & Baldwins factory that was to follow.
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ABOVE: Alloa Tower. The Earl of Mar’s plan - proposal for modifying Alloa Tower to a more classicising
Italian Renaissance form. He is endeavouring to compensate for the obvious medieval verticality by extending
its width and adding double doors, central statue niche and balcony. The doors shown in this drawing,
produced by the exiled Earl of Mar in 1727, are similar to the one executed. (National Archives of Scotland
RHP 13258/ 12). The inscription and two bay extension were never executed. BELOW: The staircase balcony
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Alloa Tower, from the west. The stonework suggests two or three separate campaigns of work of heightening
the tower which might support the view that the building started its life as a two storey hall-house in the C14.
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Alloa Tower’s 15th century mural-chamber ashlar
well shaft.
Alloa Tower: architectural, structural and landscape features

Alloa Tower. The 4th floor (solar) with its original
late 15th oak roof structure.

The well shaft
Restoration work at Alloa Tower in 1991 uncovered
a well head placed within a mural chamber, unusually at first floor level. The well and chamber had
been blocked up when the tower was remodelled by
the 6th Earl of Mar in the early 18th century. Excavation of the rubble fill showed that the shaft was in
excellent condition, more than 7m deep, cut about
1.0m into the sandstone bed rock at the bottom.
The well-chamber was lit by a single narrow northfacing loop. The semi-circular stone vault runs the
entire length of the chamber and in the vault immediately above the well-shaft the remains of an iron
spike can be seen, probably part of the lifting mechanism. The well shaft, circular, 1.06m in diameter,
is constructed of beautifully crafted curved ashlar
blocks. The location of a well shaft constructed
within the outer walls of a tower-house is uncommon. The usual preferred location of a well would
be in a free-standing location within the basement of
a keep or tower-house, but away from the walls.
There are just a few other castles or tower-houses
that stand comparison. Well shafts within a structural wall feature in the 13th century castles at
Dirleton and Bothwell although Dirleton’s later 14th
or 15th Halyburton range may have incorporated
this feature from an earlier structure (see the HS
guidebook for Dirleton - Halyburton range). In tower-houses, there is chamber within the north wall at
Crookston, Strathclyde, c. 1400, and another at
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Glamis ‘on the basement floor, in the thickness of
the east wall with a built aperture leading up to the
first and second floors’ (MacGibbon and Ross).
This feature has now been incorporated into the
property’s visitor display. This is definitely a most
unusual feature of any Scottish tower-house.
The roof timbers & structure
In 1995 civil engineer and historian Ted Ruddock
wrote a paper ‘Repair of two important early Scottish roof structures’(see Bibliography) in which he
was able to confirm, following [Allyson] Bailey, a
15th century date for the oak timbers used. The
numbers of medieval Scottish tower-houses that
retain any part of their original roof-structures intact can, in the present state of knowledge, be
counted on the fingers of one hand. Alloa's roof
structure is one of the most complete, and the
indications are that it is a genuine double collarrafter roof, probably of 15th-century date, not 17thcentury as suggested in the RCAHMS Inventory. In
his paper, Ruddock outlines the roof’s national
importance, and what it displays about the distinctiveness of Scottish carpentry techniques at the
wall-heads (no wall-plate, extended ashlar-posts
etc). The roof is derived from the medieval common-rafter tradition which had all members of uniform scantling. It conforms to a Scottish type which
differed significantly at the rafter feet from contemporary English examples.
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Alloa. The Earl of Mar’s landscape plan based on that surveyed by John Sturt in 1710. The plan is an
enlargement of the executed scheme of about 32 acres. The avenues terminated on historic and natural
features. (National Archives of Scotland, RHP 13259/1).
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Alloa. The Earl of Mar’s landscape plan, detail
showing the tower-house location.
The Alloa landscape scheme
John Erskine became the Earl of Mar in 1689. He
was Secretary of State for Scotland from 1705 and
in 1707 a principal signatory to the Act of Union
that incorporated Scotland and England. He was
also a talented amateur architect and landscape
designer: from 1702 he worked to create at Alloa a
formal landscape which merged his political economic and cultural aims to convert his ancestral
home into an elegant and comfortable modern
house, suited to contemporary architectural tastes.
He respected the antiquity of the tower-house, but
modernised it by inserting large sash-windows, and
adding blind windows to create a uniform appearance. He designed a Renaissance-style entrance and
the Great Stairs, leading to the ‘Sall’ a double
height room with a gallery, balconies and mural
passages. A new Charter Room was constructed
above this. Some old buildings were demolished,
the mansion house was modernised and he began to
build a new courtyard entrance with a ‘Waiting
Hall’ flanked by two wings. The 6th Earl believed
that economic development was essential for cultur78

al improvement: he designed a new road network,
developed the harbour and its industries, and built
a system of watercourses, including the Gartmorn
dam, the oldest man-made reservoir in Scotland, to
drain his mines, power the mills and supply the
town and his home with water. On this industrial
base he created an extensive historical landscape.
Its form was based partly on the French formal
landscape at Versailles. The House of Alloa was at
the centre of an avenue running from the new road
to Edinburgh through the gardens and down to the
harbour where it was terminated by a pair of stone
obelisks on piers (now in Broad St). The ornamental core near the house included a parterre, vegetable and fruit gardens, orchards, orangeries, a
bowling green terrace with holly topiary, wooded
groves, statues and water features. Beyond this
three large avenues radiated from an octagonal
basin and drew the visitor’s eye towards important
natural, historical and industrial features. The 6th
Earl fused French taste with a great appreciation for
the evolving Scottish landscape and historical past.
The landscape was constructed and maintained by
Thomas Harlaw, the master gardener, and 12 assistants. In 1710 it was surveyed and published in an
engraving. It was much admired by the Earl’s contemporaries who visited Alloa and viewed the gardens from the roof of the tower-house.
The 6th Earl was forced into exile on the Continent
in 1716 and forfeited his lands and titles [because
of his leading part in the failed 1715 Jacobite Rebellion]. His new buildings remained unfinished
though much of the landscape had been completed.
The Earl’s brother Lord Grange bought it back for
the family in 1724 but the 6th Earl never saw his
home again. He continued to alter the plans of the
house and landscape whilst remaining in exile until
his death in 1732.
By the late 18th century his remarkable landscape
had disappeared. In the 1720s Daniel Defoe reported that: ‘the gardens are by much the finest in
Scotland and are not outdone by many in England.
There is, in a word, everything that nature and art
can do, brought to perfection’. So, whilst at first
glance, the planned landscape looks like a self-indulgent megalomaniacal baroque copy of the glories of
Versailles, there was a more holistic, benign and
beneficial interest in the practical, industrial and
economic spin-offs that such a scheme would bring,
not just to the estate, but to the whole Alloa community. It is a truly unique scheme that integrated both
Scottish and French landscape traditions with enlightened engineering and industrial developments.
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ABOVE: Patons and Baldwins Kilncraigs Mills, Greenside Street, Alloa, prior to demolition in 2002 to make
way for a new Tesco, as seen below. Both images reproduced courtesy of and ©RCAHMS. Images are from
the south. BELOW: The suburban isolation of Alloa Tower today, although one can still trace some of the
avenues on top of which some of the present roads have been superimposed.
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Alloa Tower. The new Tesco store to the north of the tower-house, replacing the Patons & Baldwins.
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